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Have a question during the webinar? Email us @ 
 

security@huberitsolutions.com 
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WannaCry RansomWare Attack 
• Discovered on May 12th  

 

• Encrypts files then demands a 
ransom payment of $300 in 
bitcoin 
 

• Exploits a known Windows 
vulnerability that enables remote 
code execution  
(This exploit was patched in March, 
those that didn’t patch are vulnerable) 
 

• Affected: 
• >230,000 endpoints 
• >100,000 companies 
• >150 countries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The latest version of this ransomware variant, known as WannaCry, WCry, or Wanna Decryptor, was discovered the morning of May 12, 2017, by an independent security researcher.   Although, there are indicators that it was seen as early as March 28th , however, at that time, it had no propagation method. What is Ransomware -  Ransomware alters your system, by encrypting your files and system, thus forcing you to pay to get your files decrypted, it has been around since the 1990’s, however, until the invention of BitCoin, if was hard to get paid, without getting caught.With WannaCry, the hackers are demanding a payment of $300US dollars, which is .1781 Bitcoin.What is BitCoin - Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer technology which operates without a central authority or banks; managing transactions and the issuing of bitcoins is carried out collectively by the network.  This is all kept track of and secured in what is known as block chaining, which is outside of the scope of what we want to talk about here.  Just know, that BitCoin has made the Ransomware epidemic possible, by not allowing the hackers to be tracked back to a specific location or account, when they do it properly, I’ll explain more about that in the Lack of sophistication of this specific attack.  As of 17 May, there are reports that there have been 238 payments totaling just over $72,000 WannaCry Exploits a known Microsoft Vulnerability, which was identified and patched by Microsoft in March.  To date over 230,000 endpoints, 100,000 companies in over 150 countries have been effected.  The reports so far is that the hardest hit is the European medical industry and Russian pirated software. 



• Uses a leaked NSA exploit of Windows 
called EternalBlue 
 

• A flaw in Server Message Block (SMB) 
enables worm-like propagation 
 

• Strong RSA 2048-bit cipher to encrypt 
victims 
 

• Mimics modular architecture used in 
legitimate software and complex 
malware projects such as banking 
Trojans. 

WannaCry Sophistication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eternal Blue is an exploit that is believed to be developed by the NSA.  The Vulnerability was believed to be leaked by a hacker group called Shadow Brokers.  Shadow brokers first appeared in the summer of last year and have been attributed to leaking several hacking tools that were from the NSA.Eternal Blue exploits a vulnerability in the Microsoft SMBv1 protocolAnyone or any system that didn’t install the Microsoft MS17-010 patch is vulnerable to WannaCry. The security update addresses the vulnerabilities by correcting how SMBv1 handles specially crafted requests.  Not to get to technical, but know that a version of SMB can mainly used for providing shared access to files, printers, and serial ports and miscellaneous communications between nodes on a network.  However, if patched, there is nothing to worry about in regards to WannaCry.A 2,048-bit encryption key in binary is equivalent to a 617-digit number using decimal digits, which is extremely difficult to guess, and you would have to try them one at a time, with the hopes that the key never changed or was salted in any way.  Again, not why we are here, but know that it is almost impossible to crack a 2048 bit encryption.Since is mimics modular architecture, and legitimate software, by installing itself as what would appear to be a normal service or program, it can be very difficult to detect and remove.



• “Kill Switch” embedded in the code 
 

• Amateur use of bitcoin 
 

• Poorly implemented ransom 
function  
 

• …yet, still incredibly damaging. 

WannaCry Lack-of-Sophistication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all of the Sophistication of WannaCry, there is also a lack of “Hacker” sophistication in this instance..They embedded a Kill Switch, which went out to the web, before it ran anything on a compromised system to see if it could resolve a web address, if it resolved, the program terminated, if it couldn’t resolve a web address, it began the encryption process.  The Security researcher that found that it was reaching out to a website, registered that website and stopped the exploit, which was then changed, to another web site, and then another, and we are playing the cat and mouse game to stay ahead of the software and use the Kill Switch to stop infections.  It is interesting to note here that if an organization is using a web proxy it doesn’t matter if the website was available, it began the encryption, which a web proxy is used on many corporate networks.The amateur use of Bitcoin, is the fact that the hackers only put in a few bitcoin addresses and didn’t randomize the bitcoin addresses.  This is amateur in the fact that since bitcoin is public and anyone can see balances and track the “money” it makes it risky for the hackers.  This also, make it very difficult for the hackers to provide the decryption codes back to victims, because they couldn’t track the bitcoin back to a specific use that paid, since they didn’t have a randomized method of tracking the encryption or payment.  Thus the poorly implemented ransom function.  People may pay, in this instance, but never get a decryption key.  Most ransomware attacks, rely on reputation to get paid, if you believe that the hacker will send the decryption key, you may pay the ransom and get a decryption key, but if you don’t believe you will get the decryption key, you wouldn’t want to pay.  This is a big industry, between 500Billion and 1 trillion a year. Remember that paying the ransom does not guarantee the encrypted files will be released; it only guarantees that the hackers receive money, and in some cases, banking information. In addition, decrypting files does not mean the malware infection itself has been removed.Although this was amateur in some of the oversight of the hackers, it is note worth that, because the Shadow Brokers have released these hacks, there is an increased possibility that amateurs can do an incredible amount of damage with very little, what we will call true hacking skill.  Which leaves us in a very dangerous place for being susceptible to these kinds of attacks in the future.
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Anatomy of WannaCry 

The Beginning 
 
 

Invoke SMB Protocol 
for port scanning 

Attempt DoublePulsar 
Backdoor to send 

WannaCry to target 
endpoint > Propagates 

‘EternalBlue’ SMB 
Vulnerability 

compromises machine 

Dropper puts files on 
computer and 

encrypts 
Drops TOR Client 

Anonymizes 
Communications on 

infected endpoint 

Encrypts File 
extensions and deletes 

shadow Copies 

? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Beginning, currently it is unclear how and where WannaCry actually began. With WannaCry it has been propagated using a worm, which is a self-replicating program, but generally doesn’t hook itself onto a system process, however, with wannacry, it has hooked itself into the system and then replicated itself to the local lan, as well as scanning for targets externally on the internet. Research is still unsure of where the actual worm originated from, could be a tool from the NSA, could be another compromise method, it is unclear at this time.For WannaCry the hack first started by invoking an SMB Protocol Port scan.  Scanning could be done using a variety of methods and tools available to hackers, however, once it compromised one system, the program was able to self replicate, compromise, and then encrypt a victim.  The beginning of WannaCry, could be the origin, but we don’t know where it came from.  Double Pulsar is a hacking tool leaked by Shadow Brokers several weeks ago, seen back as far as April, and has already been used to infect tens of thousands of computers with malware. Double Pulsar targets computers running Windows and is a backdoor through which other malware can be loaded onto infected computers. The infected machines can be used to distribute malware, send spam, and launch attacks on other computers. DoublePulsar is installed with the EternalBlue exploit.EternalBlue, just like Double Pulsar, is again, believe to be leaked by the NSA, from the Shadow Brokers hacking group.  EternalBlue compromises the machine via SMB, and then uses the Double Pulsar to drop the payload on the computer, and begins the encryption.Interesting that at this point it also drops a TOR or The Onion Router client on the computer.  This serves to anonymize traffic back to the hackers, the TOR network is also called the dark web where a majority of hacker information trading occurs.Once we get to the point of Anonymizing traffic, files at this point are encrypted, and it deletes any shadow copies that may be on the system.   Which leads to the final screen of the Wanna Decryptor 2.0 or Wanna cry.WannaCry is ransomware containing a worm component. It attempts to exploit vulnerabilities in the Windows SMBv1 server to remotely compromise systems, encrypt files, and spread to other hosts. Systems that have installed the MS17-010 patch are not vulnerable to the exploits used. 
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Protecting Against WannaCry Specifically 

1. Patch All Windows Systems for MS17-010 
 

2. Block SMB ports from external host, block UDP ports 137 and 138 
from internal to external 
 

3. Disable SMBv1 and SMBv2 and only permit SMBv3 connections by 
security policy on clients 
 

4. If you have been compromised, scan network for DOUBLEPULSAR 
during cleanup and confirm up-to-date Anti-Virus/Anti-Malware 
signatures. 
 

5. BACKUP Critical data on a regular basis and test the backups to 
ensure you can recover from an incident 
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Protecting Against Malware and Advanced Threats 

1. Assess your vulnerability 
 

2. Deploy network protection devices 
 

3. Use IP reputation and URL filtering feeds to block malicious site access 
 

4. Update firmware and software on Network protection devices to 
ensure they are not compromised 
 

5. Ensure organizational policies related to acceptable use for your 
employees are in place, understood, and followed. 
 

6. Conduct annual training on threats 
 

7. Complete end user testing for the most common Malware delivery 
methods. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First things first, you have to know what data you want to protect.  That is your information architecture and is a collective understanding of the minimum information needed for your organization to function.  After an understanding of what it is you need to protect, you have to make sure that there is resiliency built into that.  That is the people processes and technology to keep the organization moving in the right direction.  Employees will be self resilient, USB drives and back up their own stuff potentially to places where you don’t want your data, however, the organization needs to do this, so that they can recover and protect the business.  Then we get into prevention programs, such as patching processes and security tools for email, web, and other services you have in the organization.  Last is the response planning, what to do that reduces the risk, such as how to recover from ransomware, and ensure that your response is documented.  These four business initiatives can be overwhelming and time consuming, but are necessary to really move the organization to a more secure posture.We can help through that process.  Also, for as beginning recommendations for protecting against future malware and advanced threats, we recommend for organizations the following as a place to begin and consider as they evaluate those processes with us.To protect against malware you have to know what your vulnerabilities are.  To do that you need to scan for them, both internally and externally.Then building from the outside of your network in, you must employ network protection, whether that is through a perimeter Firewall, or a combination of Firewall, Intrusion prevention or detection, or something with Advanced Malware protection or all of them in a single device.Once we have the perimeter built, we then move into the network, where you can use URL filtering, wireless security, Data loss prevention software, and continue to layer the defense.We move in from that to endpoint security and making sure systems are up to date and patched, have anti-virus protection and anti-malware protection, even local firewalls.We then end with application security and data security, like database monitoring and identity management or PKI infrastructure respectively.Across the layers of defense, we must have the organizational policies in place that users understand how to protect our business and when they need to tell someone that something isn’t right.  We need to conduct training on threats and how to avoid them, with the fast changing landscape of the Cyber world this needs to be done as often as possible.Finally, you need to test your users.  Wanna Cry is the first high profile ransomware to be delivered via a worm, all other methods of Ransomware infection has come via specially crafted Spam messages, testing your users can reduce that impact of that occurring.So, now that I’ve talked for a while, I’ll turn things back over to Drew.



Don’t WannaCry? Where Should I Start?  

 



Additional questions or interested in 
having an assessment of your 
business?  
 

Email us @ security@huberitsolutions.com 
 
Or call: 888-634-5000 and request to speak to a 
member of our sales team 

mailto:security@huberitsolutions.com
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